Installation instructions for Headstone Photo Plaques

Headstone photo plaques will come with a paper alignment template, a cleaning pad and the mounting tape pre-installed on the back of the photo plaque.

1. The procedure for mounting the headstone photo plaque to a headstone is to first position the paper alignment template onto the headstone where you want to install the photo plaque. Secure the alignment template with masking tape making sure to apply the masking tape on the outside of the alignment and not on the inside of the alignment template where the photo plaque will be installed.

2. Clean the headstone surface inside the alignment template with the cleaning pad provided and let the headstone completely dry.

3. Remove the mounting tape backing from the photo plaque and position the photo plaque onto the headstone using the alignment template as a guide. **BE VERY CAREFUL TO HAVE THE PHOTO PLAQUE POSITIONED WHERE YOU WANT IT, ONCE THE MOUNTING TAPE MAKES CONTACT WITH THE HEADSTONE YOU WILL NOT BE ABLE TO REMOVE THE PHOTO PLAQUE.** Press firmly on the photo plaque to set the mounting tape to the headstone. Do not use a hammer or other device to firmly press the photo plaque to the headstone, pressing the photo plaque by hand is sufficient.

4. Remove the alignment template.